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Abstract To survive that is 'to eat and not to be eaten'. Whatever its spatial and temporal level of
organisation, every living system, to survive and 'to itself survive its self', owns 7 invariant capacities: the
gauge invariance paradigm (figure 1). Emerging by embedments and juxtapositions of previous systems,
every living system-of-systems (figure 2) is both dependent and independent from its new global level of
organisation (endophysiotope) and past and present local situations of emergence (ecoexotope). Mass
growth governs growth phase duration (figure 3). Local actors, modules of past, present and new modules
of modules (figure 4) become mutually integrated (percolation process) into a new global Whole  through
their merging (figure 5) into an ARMSADA (Association for the Reciprocal and Mutual Sharing of
Advantages and DisAdvantages). Reversely, systemic constructal law (figure 6), the global Whole is
integrating the local parceners. Whatever the level of organisation (figure 7), the living systems obey the
same principle of evolution and emergence: the volume of the adult system VA (i.e. space scaling) and its
time of generation tg (i.e. duration scaling) are linked through a power law VA2 = C.tg3 (figure 8). The
mass controlled duration of acquisition of the reproductive capacity and the volume at the acquisition are
always linked by this power law of exponent 3/2 : this dynamic fractal law is invariant, “between and
within levels of organisation”, on a 62x62x62x62 dimensions scale (figure 9). As all the sub-systems
which live in it, the whole Universe survives into an ecoexotope that it shares with other Universes.
Brownian motion is the basic phenomenon of control of growth (figure 10) and flows exchange: matter
and energy are exchanged at a constant flow rate (figure 11). A Pareto relationship governs limits and
limitations interactions (figure 12): 'mutual survival depends on reciprocal limitations', 'for the best and
for the worst' (figure 13); to survive that is to transform disadvantages into advantages and to avoid
advantages turn to disadvantages (figure 14) through interactive feedbacks (figure 15). [100 references]
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1    Introduction 

Complex systems, and particularly alive ones, can be represented and analysed as networks [1]. The
availability of large-scale datasets that span the diversity of organisms has made possible to elucidate
some of the organisational principles [2] and rules [3] that govern their function, robustness and evolution
[4]. Variation in hundreds of species has been the subject of thousands of papers [5] that evidenced laws
of practical importance for designing efficient sampling of agricultural pests and insect vectors of human
diseases [6]. And log-log plotting may evidence which laws are power laws [5, 7] or not [8]. 







     What operational definitions and general paradigms [9, 10] can we use to built a useful model of living
systems governance? What rules for their organisation [11] and survival duration can we evidence [12]?

2    Materials and Methods. A meta-analysis of large-scale datasets.

What operational definition for every living system? A theory of living systems must explain
simultaneously the adaptive matter and energy flows [13], the control and regulation of behaviour and
their changes [14], whatever the space [15] and whatever the time [16]. 

1) How to define a living system? How to design it as a Whole?

As a Whole, every living system owns 7 functional capacities (figure 1): -the control of matter and
energy flows, that eventually allows -the mass growth, - the capability to respond to various
stimulations, -the ontogeny of an internal organisation, -the capacity of integration into a peculiar
ecoexotope of survival, and -the capacity of motion, that mutually eventually allow it survives enough
time to get -the capacity of reproduction [17]. Structurally, every living system is composed of an
endophysiotope (endo: internal, tope: space-time, physio: of functioning) that is integrated into an
ecoexotope of survival (exo: external, tope: space-time, eco: of inhabitation). The ecoexotope provides a
hosting capacity that allows the survival of the endophysiotope only if it gets a capacity to be hosted in
adequacy: figure 2 [18]. All these capacities are interrelated and linked together into a functional network
(figure 3). All together they are mutually necessary and sufficient to be alive. Whatever the level of
organisation of a living system [11], it must, sooner or later, along its life cycle, express all these
capacities (figure 2b), which define the functionalism of a level of organisation [19]. 

2) The gauge invariance paradigm.

For example, into the genome [20], at the cell level, we can sort the genes into groups expressing
these capacities (figure 1b). A lot of books have been written for each of these capacities and for different
levels of organization (figure 1c). As a consequence a bee is not a living system but the swarm of bees is
the living system [21]. Only the swarm owns the 7 capacities (figure 1a). Indeed an atom is also a living
system [11]: fusion is mass growth, fission is reproduction. All the 7 capacities are expressed at the atoms
level of organization, but at space-time dimensions and at temperatures that are not ours [22]. Other
scales but the same gauge invariance paradigm! Whatever the level of organization of a system,
whatever the scale [15], to be alive a system must, as a Whole (figure 2b), sooner or later, express these 7
capacities (figure 2d). They are mutually necessary and sufficient. The gauge invariance paradigm
(figure 3a) is the key to define the notion of scale invariant level of organization. The endophysiotopes of
our cells (organization level i) are inhabiting our body endophysiotope (adjacent organization level i+1)
which is their ecoexotope of survival (figure 4).

3) What is the keystone paradigm for sustainability?

Look at what a lichen is [23]. A lichen is like a mille-feuille. The body of a fungus is hosting a
population of green algal cells. Into the Whole, the lichen endophysiotope, the juxtaposed algal actors are
embedded and protected by other actors, the cells of the multi-cellular fungal body. That is a great
advantage for the algal cells, they can survive better than if they were free alone outside the lichens. They
can escape the outside dangers of the ecoexotope of the lichen. But that is a disadvantage for the fungal
partner. It must spend a great part of its matter and energy to allow the survival of the algal population
partner. So its growth is reduced. For the Whole, that is a disadvantage [24]: a lichen is a slow-growing
organism. But it can survive into ecoexotopes where no other living form can. Lichens are living pioneers.
That is a great advantage. But, sooner or later, fungal filaments are catching algal cells and they eat them.





Now that is a great advantage for the fungal partner and a great disadvantage for the algal one. All that is
an advantage for a partner is a disadvantage for the other one and reciprocally. A lichen is an
association between partners of different levels of organisation that are fused together in a new whole for
the best and for the worst. A symbiosis [25] is never an association for mutual benefits: advantages and
disadvantages are reciprocally shared between local partners and mutually shared with the Whole (figure
5): if benefits they are only for the Whole, the lichen, which is an Association for the Reciprocal and
Mutual Sharing of Advantages and DisAdvantages (in brief: an ARMSADA). The same for a green earth
newt or a green sea snail which bodies are, like the fungal body of a lichen, hosting a population of green
algal cells. ARMSADAs are everywhere [26]. There are never advantages without disadvantages. A
win-win situation is not a systemic one [20]. No living system can be seen outside the ecoexotope of
survival it is sharing with other living forms. The partners of the first emergent lichen were ancient free
living algal and fungal species that were sharing the same ecoexotope of survival [27]. These founding
ancestors don't exist anymore. They disappeared but their progenies always exist into the Whole of the
current lichens, and only as lichens, never as free entities. But some brother species are already living
freely. They have never met and merged to form a lichen. They probably will never. The fungal and the
constrained embedded algal endophysiotopes cannot escape from the lichen. They cannot again be free to
survive outside the lichen endophysiotope which is their common shared ecoexotope of survival [21].

4) The ARMSADA paradigm: what really symbiosis is!

Viruses are eating bacteria [28]. Rarely, a virus that invades a bacterium (level i-1) is not able to eat
it [29]. This defective bacteriophage is a predator that is unable to kill its prey. Sooner or later
bacteriophage-bacterium interactions can give rise to new systems: when the genome of an invading virus
is integrated into the bacterial genome, a new endophysiotope emerges in which the virus is embedded,



and eventually juxtaposed to other previously embedded viruses. It is a change of scale for the virus. It is
now surviving as long as its host survives too. A new system has emerged that is more than a bacterium
and a virus. But this integrated Whole can be broken by outside dangers of the bacterium ecoexotope,
because the virus is a constrained inside danger that can be released if the bacterial or cell endophysiotope
is damaged by other dangers [30]. It is a symbiosis state, as in a lichen or mycorrhizae [31]. 'To survive
that is to eat and not to be eaten'. For the new Whole to survive both partners must survive: for the one
to survive, the virus or the bacterium, the other one, the bacterium or the virus, must survive first.

A cell (i.e. level: i) is an ARMSADA too. The cell probably emerged through the merging of
previous partners, of bacterial and archaeal types, from the adjacent inferior level of organisation of the
Monera (level i-1), with the help of a RNA viral partner [32]. The cell current endogenous membranes
system is the result of that merging. And the fossil of the antic virus is the centrosome that is involved in
cell division [33]. Because of the cell origin our cells genome is hosting a lot of genomes of bacterial and
viral origins (figure 1b). Cancer disease, which is an advantage for the survival of the cancer cells (level i)
and a disadvantage for the survival of the organism (level i+1), is the result of the cell ARMSADA
breakage [30]. Apoptosis is another kind of breakage, but which an advantage for the survival of the
organism and a disadvantage for the survival of the apoptotic cell. Look at the functioning of a forest [34].
Like a viruses-bacteria system it is also a predators-preys interactions network (figure 5a). For caterpillars
to survive that is to eat trees leaves. For trees to survive that is not to be eaten by caterpillars. To survive
that is to eat and not to be eaten, but, sooner or later, it is impossible not to be eaten. The density (growth
number) and the species diversity of the caterpillars predators are controlled by the density and diversity
of the trees preys. An enough variety of trees species, the preys, is requisite for the survival of the Whole,
the forest [35]. If not enough preys or too much the ecosystem is endangered. The Whole survival needs a
not too much, not too little, but enough (meden agan), species variety. A requisite variety interval is the
key. Too much variety can destroy variety. At the ecosystem level (i+2) a forest is also a system of
systems [36, 37]. Organisms of the bacterial level (i-1), the cell level (i) and the meta-cell level (i+1) are
juxtaposed and embedded to make a forest (level i+2) as a Whole and a forest is an ARMSADA too [36]. 

Whatever the level of organisation we are looking at, each living system is an ecosystem of
ecosystems, with embedded and juxtaposed compartmented food networks [20]. Living systems are
systems of systems that are built by embedment and juxtaposition of previous less complex systems
(figure 4) but according to the same functional law of merging and emergence: the ARMSADA paradigm.
In every ARMSADA, like a lichen, a cell or a forest [37], for one actor to survive, all the other ones must
survive first. An ARMSADA is a 'pluribus unum' organism. Matter and energy flows are first for the
survival of the Whole: 'unus pro omnibus omnes pro uno', 'in varietate concordia' [21]. Into a lichen or
a cell every actor gets its own space-time of survival and functioning: 'a space for each one and each
one in its space' [38], 'a time for each one and each one in its time' [9]. Into an ARMSADA, advantages
for a partner are always disadvantages for other ones and reciprocally. If benefits they are only for their
Whole, for the mutual global association of the local actors: 'reciprocal interactions' means local
interactions between partners, 'mutual interactions' means global interactions with and within the Whole
(figure 5b). All actors and their Whole are making one, in a 'unity through diversity' way of survival
[24]. The merging into an ARMSADA is the result of 'a percolation process' (figure 5c): the same way
neurones behave for the emergence and maintenance of neural networks, 'systems which wired together
do fire together' and 'to wire together systems must fire together'. The percolation process is a
metamorphosis [39]: actors and properties of the previous step (before state) are lost, new ones are gained
(after, at the end of the process), others are maintained, but transformed during the process. It is not a win-
win process [20]. There are never winners without losers [40]. Every partner is both winner and loser
[23, 30, 32, 40, 41]. The only winner is their Whole (figure 5b) [42].





5) The systemic constructal law and the emergence of new properties.

ARMSADAs are everywhere [43]! Viruses that are inhabiting bacteria, like algal cells are inhabiting
the lichen fungus, give their host new properties that allow bacteria to eat new preys. To survive that is
first to eat! Viruses that are inhabiting bacteria or eukaryotic cells, like our cells, give new properties that
allow these bacteria or cells not to be eaten by other viruses or bacteria. To survive that is not to be eaten
too! Endogenous integrated viruses are protecting their host against other viruses. These endogenous
integrated constrained dangers (figure 1b) are not only necessary for their host to survive but also for their
host to reproduce. And with its host survival, the integrated virus survives too. Living systems are
systems of systems of adjacent levels of organisation. The functional structure, within or between
systems, is the result of simultaneous reciprocal interactions: 'interaction is construction and
construction is interaction', so, sooner or later, we don't know which are causes or effects: systemic
constructal law (figure 6). For example, root nodules cells (level i) of leguminous plants own a new
property of atmospheric nitrogen fixation, but none of the partners, neither the plant organism (level i+1),
nor the invading population of bacteria (level i-1) can fix nitrogen from the air [21].



3    Results

Either with the leguminous plant nodules formation [44] or with the early cell ontogenesis [32], the
first step of building an ARMSADA is an emergency situation [21]. Free living bacteria (Rhizobium)
invade plant roots hair cells. As every parasite, these bacteria eat the plant cells matter. That is a great
advantage, they grow in mass, divide and grow in number, killing the cells and moving into the plant
body. But sooner or later the invasion is stopped and the surviving bacteria are sequestered into plant
cells vacuoles where they can survive, in the absence of oxygen only by nitrogen fixation. Now that is a
great disadvantage. Only the new emerging tumorous nodule as a Whole owns the peculiar property of
nitrogen fixation. Nowadays animal and plant oxygen respiratory cells are hosting an ancient free living
invading bacterial species which gave rise to the current mitochondrial partner of these cells [38]. The
ancient parasitic bacterial ancestor species (level i-1) disappeared but its integrated descent lineage is still
surviving within the cellular (level i) and meta-cellular (level i+1) organisms since hundreds millions of
years. And it will survive as long as the cell species will survive, the same as for the viruses that are
surviving into the cell nucleus (figure 1b) [39, 45].

1) What law of governance does allow living systems of systems ontogenesis and evolution?

Like Rhizobium mutations are regulating the tumorous process of nodule emergence, mitochondrial
mutations may give birth to tumorous cells [30]. Mitochondria may be invaded and eaten by viruses, like
bacteria are. These viruses look like ancestral viruses that were invading and eating the mitochondrial
bacterial ancestors. Nowadays when a cell is damaged, the inhabiting mitochondria will be killed except if
they can integrate another hosting cell. Like bacteria, mitochondria always get invading properties and
can move from one cell to another. When the mitochondria are damaged, the inhabited cell will be killed.
During the apoptosis process, damaged mitochondria are eaten. The whole cell materials are eaten and
recycled to make new cells. Into an ARMSADA disadvantages for a partner are disadvantages for other
ones, and for the Whole. All partners are fused together in a new whole for the best and for the worst.
Man species is not an exception [41, 46].

The third paradigm is that 'all new living systems blueprints are emerging by merging of partners
into an ARMSADA' [24]. A new emergent adjacent superior level of organisation is always hosting
previous adjacent inferior levels, that are juxtaposed and embedded in it [11]; hosted systems are
embedded into the new hosting system-of-systems in which they merged into an ARMSADA. It is an
iteration process (figure 4) with feedbacks between and within sub-systems (figure 5) and the system-of-
systems (figure 6). The hosted systems are more and more independent of their ancient ecoexotope of
survival and more and more dependent of the endophysiotope of their Whole [18], which is their new
ecoexotope of survival (figure 6a). Increasing interactions and retro-controls (figure 6c) allow the
endophysiotope of a i level to be the ecoexotope of survival of different i-j levels (figure 6b). And the
ecoexotope of a i level, sooner or later, will be embedded into the endophysiotope of a i+k level organism.

2) A periodic classification chart for living systems.

Due to the ARMSADA process of emerging of new blue-prints, life is not a tree but a coral [7]. A lot
of merging allowed new system-of-systems emergences. We can range the current known results in a table
(figure 7) according to the scaling invariance [5, 47] for the definition of levels of organisation (figure 1).
Each column represents the same kind of way of system-of-systems complexity enhancement and each
line represents the same step of systems species evolution. Sub-steps into each step are not represented.
For example within the step of Man species there are a great number of kind of societies [42].



3) An invariant scaling relationship between living systems whatever the level of organisation.

According both to the gauge invariance paradigm of functioning and the ARMSADA paradigm of
structuration we can draw a periodic classification chart of the levels of organisation of all known, or
unknown, living systems, from the quantum of Planck to the Universe as a Whole (figure 7) [21]. 

Every living system-of-systems can be characterised by its time dimension, in seconds, and its space
dimension, its volume, in cubic meters (figure 8a) [48]. But due to the dimensional wide scales we must
use a logarithmic representation to plot all data (figure 8b) [7]. Our ecoexotope of survival, the Universe,
is always in its growth phase, expanding its volume (figure 8c). And every living system-of-systems in it
are representatives of different steps of its expanding complexity. For every living  species, space growth
is governing time flow rate (figure 8c) like mass growth is governing time duration (figure 3b). It is a
space-time co-evolution process [7, 49], time is a measure of space, and reciprocally (figure 8d). We may
plot together the volume of the system at the end of its growth phase, VA the adult volume, at the sexual
maturity [50], and the time that is necessary for the system to gain its capacity of reproduction, tg [51].





The time of generation, tg, is also the duration of the growth larval phase (figure 3b), in a log-log
plot we get a line with a 3/2 slope (figure 8b). If we now take subparts of these data, the sub-systems are
governed by the same 3/2 power law that the system-of-systems is (figure 9). And if we plot again all the
whole Universe system-of-systems data of the previous log-log plot, using the same log-log plotting we
get again a 3/2 slope line (figures 8, 9). So the Universe as a Whole is a sub-system of an hyper-Universe
which is governed by the same power law. Thus this power law is a scaling invariant fractal power law
of governance of living systems of systems [36, 52]. 



4) A hidden cryptic fundamental phenomenon of governance: the Brownian motion.

Brownian motion is a time dependent geometrical process that structures the Universe, from down to
the top [7], according to a 3/2 power law of time (figure 10). We can notice that VA

2 /3 = C. tg  and,
whatever the dimensional units, 2/3 is often a threshold value in the phenomena of percolation (figure 5).
Brownian motion structures 3/2 or 2/3 power laws of co-relation (figures 10, 11).

5) Matter and energy controlled limits and limitations.

We can also say that all living systems, at their interfaces, along their life cycle as a Whole (figure
11a), are exchanging matter and energy [53] at an average constant rate (figure 11b) and in a stochastic
Brownian motion way of flows control (figure 11).







4    Discussion 

There are never advantages without disadvantages: when new abilities are gained, previous ones
are lost. The new Whole results always from a percolation process (figure 5): every Whole is always
both more and less than the sum of its parts [9]. A neurone which expresses all capacities excepted the
capacity of reproduction is not a new level of organisation, during its ontogenesis it gained new emergent
properties, due to its new organisation, but it lost the capacity of division (figure 2b).

1) Modularity is the common rule for designing new Wholes and hosting ancient ones.

Juxtaposition and embedment are both the cause and the result of modularity (figure 4). Cell
organisms (level i) are made of modules of Monera like structures (level i-1): the cell organites. These
organites are made of clusters of macromolecules (level i-2). Macromolecules (level i-3) are embedding
juxtaposed modules of atoms (level i-4) (figure 7). For example the starch grains of a plant cell which
grow in number during the cell mass growth are made of an accumulation of starch molecules layers.
Mass growth and number growth of different levels of organisation are linked together within and
between levels. In terms of modules (figures 4, 11), we can consider either the spaces of interactions
(figure 11e), to describe every living system-of-systems in terms of volumes (compartments space or
mass), or the times of interactions (figure 11d), to describe in terms of time (process durations, flow rates)
[49]. There are a minimum number (a threshold value) and a maximum one, of actors, of modules, of
states, that are necessary for a controller (the Whole) to control a system (the Whole) which survival is
depending from a limited number of interactions between the endophysiotopes of the actors as controllers
of their common ecoexotope of survival (figure 5a).

2) Are power laws the common rules for governance control and homeorhesis?

Depending the way we are looking at the retro-action (feed-back) processes we may get inverse
slopes, we can exchange the slopes, 2/3= 1/(2/3), but it is the same phenomenon of governance we are
looking at (figures 8a, 10c). We can consider either the space or the time as a cause or an effect (figure 6).
We can either consider the space if we look at the embedment and juxtaposition processes of ontogenesis
of the subsystems into a new Whole (figure 4), or the time if we look at the flows of matter and energy
(figure 11c), but it is the same phenomenon of governance and ontogenesis we are looking at (figure 8d). 

We know a lot of such a kind of power law: -the Kepler's third law of motion governance, that relies
the cube of the space dimension (the semi-major axis) and the square of the time dimension (the orbital
period) in our solar system, -the law of matter and energy governance, law of irradiance that relies the
mass to luminosity ratio of an object to its distance in our whole Universe system, which slope is 3/2 or
2/3 depending on what factor we suppose to be the cause or the effect (systemic constructal law), -the law
of mass and number growths governance, between the endophysiotopes of species sharing the same
ecoexotope of survival, an allometric scaling law between population density and energy use [54], or the
law of organisation governance of predator-prey communities across terrestrial and aquatic biomes [55],
and again, depending which factor we consider as the cause or the effect we get a 3/2 or 2/3 slope power
law [52] (figure 10). Other similar power laws are governing the relationship between the hosting capacity
and the capacity to be hosted of every living system (figure 6): for example, -the space linear dimension
and the duration time of food networks extension in the boreal forest (matter and energy use and mass
and number growths governance), and 'Man is not an exception', -the number of people and the time
turnover of a society [20, 56] obey the same power law. Whatever the system-of-systems, the same power
law is evidenced. This scaling invariance is expressing a modular fractal organisation (figures 9, 10c).



We usually represent mass growth within time flowing. But indeed mass is controlled by matter and
energy flows (figure 3b) and is controlling time duration of growth [13]. Mass is determining time! There
is a mass threshold for the system to acquire its capacity of reproduction [57]. Because to reproduce its
self and eventually to grow in number (figure 2) has a cost which is paid by mass growth: mass growth
stops and flows of matter and energy are invested into number growth. The Kleiber power law means the
same [58, 59]. Mass is determining the metabolic rate with the same relationship independently of the
level of organisation: a slope of 3/4 on a 18 dimensional world for animal livings [13]. All the metabolic
processes in a cell obey power laws of different exponents. And the mean value [13] of all these measured
processes is 3/2. These power laws are evidenced whatever the kind of metabolism. A power law of
exponent 2/3 is representative of the simultaneous governance of nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations
which are limiting factors of proteins and DNA metabolism [60] and of matter growth and energy
availability in plant cells [51]. 

To survive is a game of chance. You need to be lucky, to be at the right place at the right time  [4, 9,
39]. Before the time is not the time but after the time is no more the time. How a system might increase
durably either the hosting capacity of its ecoexotope of survival or the capacity to be hosted of its
endophysiotope, to survive and live on? How to free its self, at least for a moment, from the space and
time constraints? How to escape, at least for a moment, from the violence of the struggle for life [3, 24]?

3) Brownian motion is the key governing process.

Brownian motion was first observed, in 1827, by Robert Brown [61]. Through the microscope, he
observed the motion of pollen grains (microscopic i+1 level) in water, but he was unable to provide an
explanation. Brownian motion provided the evidence of molecular motion (picoscopic i-3 level) and the
existence of infra-microscopic systems (figure 7) governing the functioning of macro-scopic living
systems [62]. Norbert Wiener gave, in 1918, the mathematical definition and properties of the stochastic
process (figure 10a), as the Wiener process [63]. Brownian motion emphasises the physical aspect of the
process [64]. But, indeed, in 1900, Louis Bachelier had introduced the limit of random walk as a model
for prices evolution on the Paris stock exchange and he is really at the origin of the Brownian motion
mathematical model, now always occasionally found in financial literature [65]. 

For every living system-of-systems species, its time tg is a measure of its space VA, and reciprocally
(figure 8d). The spaces embedment and juxtapositions emergence (figure 10) is a space-time co-evolution
process (figure 9). So we can represent spaces embedment and juxtapositions either from a kinetic point
of view (figure 11d) or from a geometric point of view (figure 11e). Whatever the scale, Brownian motion
is structuring the geometry and rates of matter movements and interactions. Brownian motion can be
described as a phenomenon of a 3/2 exponent of time (figure 10c). At the level of the Universe, the slope
of the regression line between the distance of a light source and its red wavelength shift, which allows the
experimental determination of the Hubble cosmological constant, is 2/3, or 1/(3/2). During their growth
living systems exchange matter and energy at an average constant rate at interfaces (figure 11b). The 3/2
power law controlled flow is globally representative of the optimal ratio of the volume to surface area in a
sphere. The big bang initial singularity is representative of an isotropic closed system [66]. Simulations of
Brownian motion models at different scales (figure 10b) get pictures of living structures, from the
quantum world to the whole Universe [52]. Looking at giant living systems they usually originate from
tiny ones! Referring to the gauge invariance paradigm (figure 1), -mobilisation of matter and energy is
flow motion, -mass growth is volume motion, -reaction to stimulations is information motion, -movement
is motion, -organisation genesis is space-time steps motion, -integration is interactions motion,
-reproduction is generations motion. Motions governance is Brownian motion governance!



4) Why no other laws than a power law?

Looking at the sizes distribution (figures 8b) we must to question how to differentiate empirically a
power law [67], a Log normal distribution and a Pareto distribution [68, 69, 70]. Power laws has been
discussed largely with income distribution [71, 40], Zipf-Auerbach city sizes [72], Zipf-Estouf word
frequency, Lotka bibliometrics and Mandelbrot information theory [73]. In a Pareto distribution the Log-
complementary cumulative distribution function is exactly linear. Pareto has a linear Log-density. That is
not the case (figure 8c). In a power law function, an infinite mean/variance is possible. That is the case in
time evolving living systems. In a Log normal distribution the mean/variance is finite. Log-normal are
more relative to multiplicative processes. But size changes rarely by a random multiplicative factor at
each step [58]. It is often claimed that living systems are thermodynamically optimised. The Zipf law
[74], sometimes called the continuous Pareto distribution is observed when looking at frequencies.
Sorting (figures 7, 8) may be looked either in an increasing or a descending order of VA. Zipf plot is a
type of log-log scales plot diagram for the data sorted in the descending order, where the abscissa axis
presents the value of a quantity, and the ordinate shows its rank. But neither the adult volume VA is
sorted by classes nor the time of generation ordinate tg is expressing frequencies. We got a fractal
organisation (figure 9). Either the fractal Mandelbrot model [73] or the Zhu model are optimisation based
[75]. But [13], living systems optimisation is not the rule! Endophysiotopes are functioning in an interval
of values (homeostasis) and are surviving in an ecoexotope with an interval of values too (homeorhesis),
i.e. 'meden agan' (figure 5). The values are the most dependent of chance, 'to be at the right place at the
right time', and 'not to be at the wrong place at the wrong time' [49]. Every living system is an open
system-of-system, so, at every time, homeorhesis [76] and exaptation are the results of the percolation
network dynamics of interactions (figure 5) between ecoexotope and endophysiotope [18]. When
processes are limited, with inferior and superior bounds, as that is always the case for every level of
organisation (figure 4), Log-normal model easily pushed to a power law. So Brownian motion is a good
model for a not trivial representation of a changing by chance process, it is consistent with the observed
data and predictions (figures 8, 9, 10). And observations and experimentations cannot impact outcomes.

5) Another view about the significance of the golden number!

The golden ratio (golden mean or golden section, which symbol φ is the Greek letter "phi") is a
number approximately equal to 1.618 which appears many times in geometry (figure 10d). It is commonly
found in mathematics (e.g. Fibonacci series), nature sciences (e.g. the spiral arrangement of plant parts),
and is very popular in art, architects or designers  [77, 78]  have proportioned their works to approximate
the golden ratio (especially in the form of the golden rectangle, in which the ratio of the longer side to the
shorter is the golden ratio) believing this proportion to be the most pleasant. Its value, very near the ratio
5/3 (i.e. 1.666), is not far from 3/2 (i.e. 1.500), values that are difficult to distinguish through experimental
plotting (figure 8). The golden ratio φ and inverse golden ratio 1/φ  have a set of symmetries that preserve
and interrelate them. Preserved by the fractional linear transformation, they are reciprocal and symmetric
by interchanges, as cause and effect in the systemic constructal law (figure 6). So people could suggest
the observed 3/2 slope value (figure 8) could be the golden ratio. But we could also say that phi is a
mathematical artefact, it is 'man made' [79]. Brownian motion is a real natural process, everywhere, at
every time, in the background from the origin of the Universe, even we don't know why it is like this.
Maybe that is the reason why looking at Brownian motion controlled processes (i.e. b=1.50 or 1/b=0.66
values) we may think they are golden ratio designed ones (i.e. φ=1.618 or 1/φ=0.618 values), because the
differences (between b and φ or 1/b and 1/φ) are between 5% and 10%, i.e. they are masked by the
biological variability. But the reality is Brownian motion, not golden ratio, for eternity. Now we know the
golden ratio is only 'a pleasant model' that is a consequence of 'the Brownian motion controlled process
of governance' of the functioning of every level of organisation of living systems of systems [80].



5     Conclusion 

The ultimate objective of the study of living systems is to find a general theory of Life that can
explain and predict the dynamics of human and non-human systems [49, 81, 82, 83, 84]. The ARMSADA
paradigm has allowed to built a very realistic general dynamic theory [46].

1) ARMSADA: the keystone for emergence and sustainability.

Ten thousands years ago, in different locations, Man species created different ARMSADAs with
various wild species partners, ARMSADAs were emerging with the domestication of plants and animals.
All the species partners simultaneously lose the ability to kill the other ones: an ARMSADA is long
lasting as long as 'for the one to survive, the other ones must survive first'. But nowadays with Man
species number growth and mass industrial agriculture, these ARMSADA deals are broken and Man is an
endangered species because of its increasing parasitic behaviour [20]. Symbioses are long lasting 'as
long as they are supportable for every partner and supported by every partner': i.e. advantages and
disadvantages are mutually shared and benefits are only for the Whole. Partners don't exist outside of their
Whole. Symbioses are neither associations for mutual benefits [85] nor win-win deals; win-win is not a
long lasting solution but rapidly a problem [20]. ARMSADA is the key paradigm for sustainability [4, 9].

2) ARMSADA: a fruitful predictive paradigm.

Cancer is the result of an uncontrolled cell growth. Tumour like structures as legumes nodules, and
cancer cells, are controlled by viruses, either viruses from the ecoexotope that are damaging cells or
endophysiotope constrained viruses that are freed. AIDS and cancer processes are similar in terms of
hosted virus and hosting cell interactions [30]. Exceptionally a new whole may emerge in the emergency
situation of viruses killing cells (level i) or cancer cells killing the organism (level i+1). Even if the
probability is the lowest one, sooner or later, an ARMSADA balance will emerge from an emergency
situation. Vaccine processes were proposed as a result of gauge invariance and ARMSADA paradigms:
-a HIV curative vaccine, using stem cells cultivation and transplant technology with HIV auto-engineered



selected HIV resistant stem cells [38] and a cancer curative vaccine methodology with exogenous and
endogenous lytic viruses [30]. They have been proved to work [86], and a procedure was patented by
jennerex. As the result of billions years of sharing a common ecoexotope of survival, the Earth [76], the
ARMSADA process is the key way for societal sustainability [42]. It is a way of system management
which aims to be the most open possible (requisite variety) in order to use in common shared resources,
but with sharing both advantages and disadvantages, as within the forest ecosystem (figure 5). The
collective management by the community (the actors and their Whole) has established rules of
governance with the aim of protecting and perpetuating resources, everyone has the right to use it but
within limits [20, 35]. These resources are a joint common property. They are necessary for the gauge
invariance capacities (figure 1): -matter (air, water, food) and energy, for growing in mass and number,
for moving, for reacting to changes (e.g. ecoexotope changes like climate change), -structures (of the
every day life), for an harmonious compartmentation of spaces and times of actions, -information
(creative commons), for the memory of the good and bad, past, interactions between the ecoexotope
hosting capacity and the endophysiotope capacities to be hosted: 'interaction is construction,
construction is interaction' (figure 6). Nowadays numerous parts of the joint property are threatened.
They are removed from the Common, marketed and destroyed in an irreversible economical, without
limits and limitations (figure 12), way of Nature and Life continuous destruction (figure 13a) [41].

3) Sustainability is variety, but not too much variety.

Sustainability needs an optimal interval balance, allowing an homeorhesis (figure 5), in-between
efficiency and resilience. Too much efficiency and the predator (a virus, a caterpillar, man species) will
kill too much preys (bacteria, trees, ecosystems) and die from hunger. For the predator to survive the prey
must survive first. It is a who wins loses game. Too much resilience and actors (a cancer cell, an
apoptosis cell) will not die and the Whole will die. It is a who wins loses game. ARMSADA is the key
(figure 14). Indeed it is the core of the Taoism philosophy. There are never advantages without
disadvantages. Limitations and control sharing (figure 15b) is the price to pay for surviving as a complex
system (figure 15): to stay in-between, meden agan, in a window of viability (figure 5a) [87, 88, 89].

4) Interactions between the hosting capacity and the capacity to be hosted: a selective screening.

Our ecoexotope of survival food volume and water and energy availability are limited. All the water
of the Earth is only a droplet on a pebble [35]. The hosting capacity of the ecoexotope is limited.To
increase always the hosting capacity of the ecoexotope of survival is not a solution but a problem. To
increase the capacity to be hosted is the key [20]. Limitations allow to survive only the endophysiotopes
that get a capacity to be hosted in adequacy with the available capacity of hosting. Not enough water to
use or too much use of water and no more survival. Too much plant density and no flowering, so no fruit,
no seed and the plant population will die [21, 35, 88, 89]. Dying is the rule for species which capacity to
be hosted is not in adequacy with its ecoexotope hosting capacity [26, 41]. Whatever the size of the pie
(figure 12), the numbers and sizes of the parts are limited according to an hyperbolic power law, as it is
the case for supply-demand models (figure 12). You cannot eat the pie and have the pie. You cannot get
both a high quality and a high quantity. Only a high capacity to be hosted allows the survival of
endophysiotopes in weak hosting capacity ecoexotopes. That is a trivial rule in Nature, number growth
and mass growth are limited by growth rate which is limited by the ecoexotope hosting capacity. We have
to chose which capacity to be hosted we can express in which hosting capacity of the ecoexotope we want
to support (figure 13a). It is a hosting-hosted co-evolution process like the host-parasite or predator-prey
arms race [30, 38] (figure 14).



Figure 13 Sustainability: the 12 commandments for every system-of-systems governance. 

Figure 13a   S  ystem actors are   taking, making, wasting, but recycling  , matter, energy and processes.
1- convergence: many causes can get the same effect, several ways of interactions can achieve the

same result, 'interaction is construction, construction is interaction' (figure 6).
2 - contingence: the endophysiotope survival is always limited by constrained dangers, ecoexotope

boundaries, barriers, and adverse situations (figures 14, 15).   
3 - emergence: 'stressful emergency situations are situations of emergence' of new structures,

processes, functions (i.e. exaptation), or actors; an emergency situation is always the first step of an
ARMSADA emergence (figure 5).

4- solidarity: 'e pluribus unum' and 'in variatate concordia', 'there are never advantages without
disadvantages', good and bad choices are for everyone and the Whole. Everyone's growth is limited by that of all
the others (local dependence) and the Whole (global dependence). “For the one to survive the other one must
survive first” (figure 14).

5- resilience: the resilience capacity is due to indispensable keystone actors, networks and situations
(figure 5), but they can be identified only when they disappear.

6- recycling: recycling processes, by embedment and juxtaposition into a new space-time, is a method
of governance (figure 7).

7- systemic constructal law (figure 6): when the capacity of hosting or the capacity to be hosted is
changing, reciprocally the capacity to be hosted or the capacity of hosting must change too (i.e. homeostasis), to
fit, the governance must eventually change to a new state (i.e. homeorhesis) (figure 5).

8- sustainability: only the establishment of an ARMSADA allows the emergence, 'for the best and
for the worst', of a sustained and sustainable governance, because it is sustainable for everybody and sustained
by everyone, due to the everybody knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages flows, i.e. 'e pluribus unum'
(figures 4, 5).

9 - co-evolution: every ecological, economical and educational system-of-systems and systems of
governance is the result of a systemic interactive co-evolution process, i.e. 'interaction is construction,
construction is interaction' (figures 5, 6).

10 - 'meden agan': 'over the limits there are no more limitations', 'mutual survival depends on
reciprocal limitations', to survive that is to transform disadvantages into advantages and to avoid advantages
turn to disadvantages, 'for the best and for the worst' (figures 12, 14).

11- 'meden agan': 'no mass or number growth can increase without limits' (figure 3).
12- 'meden agan': 'too much growth is killing growth' (figure 14).

Figure 13b   Transposition: what principles for education in systems thinking? [91, 92, 93]
1- convergence: several ways, more or less long, or effective, can achieve the same result.
2 - contingence: acquisitions of new skills and expressions of new competencies are limited by

previous competencies limitations and unexpected adverse situations.
3 - emergence: stressful emergency situations may boost emergence of new pedagogic interactions,

concepts and skills.
4- solidarity: good and bad choices are for everyone (students and teacher) and their Whole (the class,

the school, the enterprise, the social group).
5- resilience: the resilience capacity is due to indispensable keystone actors, networks and situations

(figure 5), but they can be identified only when they disappear.
6- recycling: recycling trans-disciplinary methods is a method of governance.
7- systemic constructal law: when the capacity of hosting or the capacity to be hosted is changing,

reciprocally the capacity to be hosted or the capacity of hosting are changing too, to fit, the governance must
change to a new state. Whatever the cause an effect is needed.

8- sustainability: 'e pluribus unum', the birth of an ARMSADA allows the emergence, for the best
and for the worst, of a sustainable and sustained governance, because it is supportable for everybody and
supported by everyone, due to the knowledge by everybody of the advantages and disadvantages for everyone,
i.e. 'in variatate concordia'.

9 - co-evolution: every ecological, economical and educational system-of-systems or system of
governance is the result of a systemic interactive co-evolution process, 'interaction is construction, construction
is interaction'.

10- 'meden agan': 'mutual co-existence depends on reciprocal limitations', for the best and for the
worst', to survive that is to transform disadvantages into advantages and to avoid advantages turn to
disadvantages.

11- 'meden agan  ': no process, no governance load can grow without limits.
12- 'meden agan': 'too much power is killing power'.



5) Teaching systems thinking is the true key road for sustainability.

Nature seems very various but 'unity through diversity' is the rule. Reality is the result of necessity
but chance is the law [90]. To enter an ARMSADA is a way for a system (a species, a society) to limit the
consuming of its hosting capacity and to increase its capacity to be hosted [42, 46, 87]. It is 'an
examination' every species has to pass sooner or later, again and again, for ever, and when failing only
one time it is eradicated. Only will survive species that are embedded into an interactive ARMSADA
network of ARMSADAs. Teaching 'systems thinking' is the key [46, 91, 92, 93]. According to the 2020
Strategic Framework for European Cooperation in Education and Training [94], systems thinking is a key
competence to further develop and promote education for sustainable development. We need teachers of
teachers [35] to seed systems thinking everywhere [95] in an interdisciplinary way (figure 13b) [96], not
only to train youngest in systems thinking approach practice [92] but first for a better human healthcare
[93] and welfare [97], not only to know Living systems history (figure 15a) [98, 99] and fate [100].
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